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Get excited – it’s only 24 more
Sleeps !

What’s in this month’s edition?


Lots of good stuff
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PRESIDENTS REPORT DECEMBER 2016
Well here we are at the final magazine of the year. Hard to believe another year has
gone by, and I reckon it has been a pretty good year for the club in the Rally and OffRoad arenas and for the club in general. With the help of our always hard working
organisers and officials we have staged, a Test ‘n Tune and Come ‘n Try Day, two
successful QRC events, a short course rally, two Off-Road events, a Ride Day, and
supported several others. Not a bad achievement. There has also been a pleasing
increase in numbers turning up. The SR Automotive Manumbar rally increased its entry
field from around mid-30’s in 2015 to 51 this year. The P3 Solutions Benarkin event went
from 27 to 34, and the CMP Consulting Short Course had a pleasantly surprising field of
around 40. I take these as positive signs, especially when we see returning and new
competitors helping to make the events that much more dynamic and fun.
In terms of the club’s viability, noticeable improvements have been made and will
continue to be made. Due to ongoing careful management and in no small part to the
magnificent work of Barry Neuendorff during his four years in the chair, we finally
managed to pay the final instalment in the long running saga of the loan. This in turn
has allowed us to start thinking of the future and the equipment and other needs of the
club to continue hosting top quality events. Some of our timing gear for example dates
back to the late 1980’s and we can’t continue to trade on that for ever.
So, with this background, we look forward to 2017, with renewed enthusiasm so as to not
rest on our laurels but to continue to come up with good fun events. Elsewhere in this
magazine you will find the clubs planned event calendar for 2017. We will continue to
host two rounds of the MRF Tyres Queensland Rally Championship, building and learning
from the events run in 2016. We will also open the year with an improved and expanded
Future Auto Rally Experience. Incorporating a Test ‘n Tune over two upgraded stages
and a Come ‘n Try run over 4km of wider, smoother and more open roads than earlier
this year. Jimna even now has a new double chip fryer and hot showers, so what more
could you ask for? All we need do is pray for kind treatment by the weather Gods. We
do have a plan however to run the event two weeks later should summer prove wet.
Of course the other big news you will see is that we are running three short course rallies
over the year. Around 60km competitive with the option to pace note should you wish.
I think this is long overdue, to offer competitors a chance to practice either noted or blind
in a low-pressure fun, one-day format. More time in the seat, and to work as a crew. To
keep the interest and variety levels up, we will use three separate venues. We also
welcome the return of Keith Fackrell as our challenge sponsor through the KCF Rallysport
business. Keith has supported events for longer than I have been involved and as he
pointed out a couple of years ago, when we ran a one-off event in Jimna. The events
left him, he did not leave the events. So, Keith is contributing trophies for winners on the
day, as well as a meal voucher for our officials. We hope the short, compact format will
make it easier for our officials to get in reasonably early and join in the post-event
festivities and say hello.
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One other aim of these smaller low pressure events is to give the club more opportunity
to help train officials and increase exposure and try out new jobs. We have several event
assessors in the club, so anyone wanting to try out something new on the official side,
please contact the club or a board member. We would love to have more people to
help with the administrative side of the events, especially secretaries and scorers, but also
anyone wanting to help with setting events, road books, running a stage, or event
command. These will be the perfect training ground. Please make yourself known, we
would love to have you.
One deliberate omission from the 2017 club calendar at present is the Off-Road events.
The club remains committed to running Off-Road competitions. We have been using
Mulgowie/Thornton as a venue for the last several years. But we may need to give that
a rest for a while. So, the hunt is on for somewhere else. In last month’s magazine, Margot
asked for any ideas. We have several potential locations, which will be investigated over
the next few months. As you can appreciate, a lot of work has to go into ensuring
something suitable is available to meet expectations. As soon as there is something to
report, we will be looking to issue an Off-Road Calendar to round out our activities.
So once again here we are, in December. It has been a hectic but
satisfying year. I must thank Margaret Mackay, our tireless volunteer
administrator for the extensive work she does from the goodness of
her heart. She does the club accounts, pay the bills and look after
proceedings a couple of days most weeks. Not only that, before
most events, Margaret prepares a lot of the permit applications, the
event paperwork and myriad other details. Then quite often turns
up to score or perform other duties. Thanks Margaret, we would be
in a bind without you.
I must also thank the members of the board for their patience,
support and tireless work this year. Margot Knowles, who edits this magazine and is Club
Secretary. Paul Woodward our Vice-President, who sits on QRAP and State Council as
well to keep us in the picture and the other members of the board. Barry Nueundorff,
Tony Kabel, John Coleman, Craig Porter, David Bannister, John Black, Rod Sams and
Russell Hewitt. Thanks guys, you are a great team.
Finally, to all members, supporters, friends, helpers and their families, I thank you all for
turning up, often in trying circumstances, and cheerfully and selflessly helping to make
the club and our little corner of Motorsport work. It is quite an achievement to perform
at this level with a band of volunteers. I know many including myself, are preparing their
cars for 2017. Many others are also preparing the events for next year as well. I wish you
all good luck and Godspeed, so we can pull it all together again next year.
In closing I wish you all a happy and restful Christmas period. I hope Santa is kind.
Assuming you have been more nice than naughty of course, and look forward to seeing
you all again in a forest somewhere in 2017 ready to do it all again.
Peter Flynn
pflynnaus@gmail.com - 0423 204849
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BSCC 2017 Event Calendar
Building on the dedication and hard work of our organisers, members,
supporters and competitors throughout 2016, BSCC has great pleasure
in announcing an expanded 2017 event calendar.
Date

Event

Venue

Clerk of Course

Feb 11-12

Future Auto Rally Experience
(Come ‘n Try, Test ‘n Tune)

Jimna

Peter Flynn

(25-26
alternative
date)

Building on the format of the weather affected event in 2016.







Offering longer 4km Come ‘n Try section on wider roads, on the Saturday.
Two Test ‘n Tune sections, approx. 13 and 5 km in the Jimna forest, tight and
technical in parts and open and hard packed in others after logging.
Saturday and possible Sunday.
Based in Jimna with newly upgraded facilities, hot showers and a double
chip fryer.
Alternate date set aside of Feb 25-26 in case of a wet summer.
With the welcome support of Future Auto Wynnum and Farkeen Rally Team
Supp Regs out soon

April 1

SR Automotive Manumbar Rally
1st round of 2017 MRF Tyres QRC

Manumbar

Simon and
Margot
Knowles

Following the hugely successful, innovative and enjoyable 2016 event, Simon and
Margot and the team are back to organise the opening round of the 2017 MRF Tyres
QRC. Based in and around the Manumbar Campdraft grounds and running over
around 130km of mixed forest and shire roads in the Manumbar – Nanango district,
with the continuing gracious support of SR Automotive

June 24

KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Pace noted event, Round 1

Jimna

Peter Flynn

July 22

KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Pace noted event, Round 2

Glastonbury Craig Porter

Long term supporter KCF Rallysport is back behind the running of 3 short course
rallies in the SEQ area over the course of 2017. The events will be based in 3
different locations with 3 different organising teams to give variety. Focused on
offering opportunities for competitors to practice pace notes or just have a run over
around 60km in tight compact daylight events.
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Sept 16

P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally
Final round of 2017 MRF Tyres
QRC

Benarkin

Ian Gorski

The Benarkin district has reopened after extensive work as a new and challenging
rally venue. Building and learning from the first full event on 2016, Ian and his team
are back to provide a high quality event over around 130km of challenging,
technical roads with a bit of everything. P3 Solutions are also lending their
continuing support as is the friendly Benarkin school community.

Oct 28

KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Pace noted event, Round 3

Imbil

Paul
Woodward

So watch www.bscc.asn.au for details or follow us on Facebook. Any enquiries to BSCC
at BSCC@ozemail.com or 3267 7647 Tuesdays and Thursdays. Or contact the President,
Peter Flynn on pflynnaus@gmail.com or 0423 204849.
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The CAMS Australian Off Road Commission has decided to further review the
development of the Sportslite Class for Off Road.
The view of the Commission is to ensure that the class is given the opportunity to
develop based on engines that are readily available, while managing the power
output at a level that will see the class develop its own place between the existing
classes whilst providing for a range of engines options that are all readily available
and will remain available into the future.
The Commission made the decision to cap the engine capacity for naturally
aspirated engines to a maximum of 2500cc and allow for 4 cylinder forced
induction engines to a maximum capacity (swept volume) of 1600cc to
accommodate engines which are available in currently sold mass production
vehicles.
The method for restriction was discussed and would be reviewed further to
determine factors to control inlet air volume and permitted boost levels to ensure
that the intent of the class was maintained. In doing so it is noted that engine
restriction is not new to Motor Sport with many disciplines and categories applying
restriction to successfully manage engine output.
The Sportslite class will offer competitors a cost effective structure with a focus on
the talent of the crew and vehicle preparation to determine results, without a
direct focus on engine horsepower.
Whilst Sportslite is seen to offer a class with similarities to those overseas it is
considered to the benefit of the sport to allow the additional engine option
reflecting what is available in the Australian market place.
Sportslite Class
Single or two seater 2WD automobile, either buggy or truck, as defined in GR1
Engine - Production road going vehicle based engine:
2500cc naturally aspirated engines; or
4 cylinder 1.6L forced induction engines.
NOTE: The previous figure of 2750cc had been considered to fit the
multiplication factor applied to a 1600cc Supercharged/Turbocharged engine,
which would have seen a capacity of 2720cc. This was not the initial intent
instead to apply a capacity limit for NA and Forced induction engines.
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CAMS Strategic Plan
A Message from Cams to Members
I would like to make your club aware of the release of the CAMS Strategic Plan for 2017
– 2019.
The Strategic Plan covers four (4) priorities that CAMS aims to achieve during the
period, these are (in no particular order): deliver sustainable financial growth
 improve brand & reputation
 grow participation & membership
 align strategy, culture & performance
The recent news item regarding the Strategic Plan can be located through the
following link:http://www.cams.com.au/media/news/latest-news/cams-2017–2019-strategic-plan
The CAMS 2017 – 2019 Strategic Plan can be accessed via:http://docs.cams.com.au/Corporate/Media%20Documents/CAMS_StratPlan2016_0909-16%20Online.pdf
I would encourage your club’s committee & members to view the Strategic Plan.
If there are any aspects of the Strategic Plan that you or your club would like to
comment on or ask questions about, please feel free to contact me.
Kind Regards,
Sharyn
Sharyn Cooke | Sport & Club Development Officer - QLD

CAMS QLD
Confederation of Australian Motor Sport Ltd
Sports House, 150 Caxton Street
851 Dandenong Road
Malvern East, VIC 3145, Australia
P: +61 3 9593 7777

Milton
QLD 4064
P: +61 7 3850 2406 M: 0438 898 915
E: Sharyn.Cooke@cams.com.au
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A feature by Kim Acworth
I was a bit of a late comer to the rally community having not been around family or
friends with an interest in the sport. I was, however, a rally fan and regular IROQ spectator
for many years. I gained an opportunity to join the rally community initially as a tarmac
navigator when I was a 32 year old single mum of a 2 year old.
After only 2 events in the left hand seat on the tarmac, I knew that I wanted to be behind
the wheel on the dirt. So bought my first rally car (many may remember “Leone” – a 1984
Subaru Leone - RIP) from Canberra and headed out to Hirstglen to start chucking skids.
My parents thought I was crazy, but supported me anyhow.
I still remember my first day out at Hirstglen VERY clearly. I
didn’t know anyone…..I wasn’t even comfortable loading
and unloading the car off the trailer….and had NO IDEA
what I was doing. I sat there watching people go around the
track for at least an hour before I muscled up the gumption
to “just get out there”.
After that weekend, I was hooked for life. I had met some
really awesome and helpful people….spun the car out
numerous times and survived…..and somehow managed not to come in last place. I
quickly learnt that this was a “Community” that I wanted to be a part of…..and I was
hungry for more…..and I wanted to be better.
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Back then I didn’t have a clue about just HOW MUCH I had to learn……I hadn’t even
checked tyre pressures….let alone know what they should be set at……apparently 38psi
is not ideal. There has been sooooooo many people within the rally community that have
helped me over the past 9 years – whether it be information & advice, servicing, car parts
and contacts for the “go to” people – and I still turn to these people on a VERY regular
basis. Without their help, I would not have achieved the goals and results that I have.
New people to our sport face those same initial challenges. Our car club is a wonderful
Rally Community with an abundance of knowledge and contacts – so let’s make it easier
for the new comers to access this and to gain a true sense of Rally Community Support.
I’ve put my hand up to initiate a
Mentoring & Buddy Program for 2017.
The initial focus will be on Drivers and
Navigators with the view of expanding to
Officials and Volunteers. The plan is to
allocate new Navigators with an
experienced Navigator and new Drivers
with experienced Drivers to be their “go
to” person for advice, support and points
in the right direction to those in our Rally
Community that can provide the things
that they need.
I can’t do this alone, so I’m calling out for your help to volunteer as a Mentor/ Buddy for
our Newbies. As a Mentor/ Buddy you will be asked to maintain regular contact with your
New Comer and to be proactive and encouraging – we want them to feel that they can
come to you to ask about anything rally – and for you to then call on your fellow Rally
Community Mates to provide any expert advice, parts or services that you cannot.
At each rally, I would love to see the Mentor/ Buddy set up service beside their New
Comer and to provide hands on information and support to help them to prepare and
survive the events. Or perhaps include the New Comer as part of your team at an event
that they’re not running in so they can shadow you without the pressures of running
themselves – A great way to learn about Pace Notes.
Sooooooo Rally Community, who is going to put their hand up???? I’m looking for Drivers
and Navigators from across the board……..whether you’re in a 4WD or 2WD……whether
you’re a front runner or further down the field…..PLEASE EMAIL ME to register your interest
kimmy.a@live.com.au
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Anyone with a property that might be
suitable to host an off-road event?
Ok so what’s suitable for an off-road event – you might ask!
Well a short course track needs a minimum distance of 5-6
kms and a long course track needs a minimum distance of
15-20 kms.
It can be rough, it can be smooth, it can be flat, it can be hilly,
it can be a combination of all of that! And there is absolutely
no track/road preparation needed. If you’ve got paddocks big
enough we can create an Off-Road course out of it.
IF you think you know someone with a property relatively close
to Brisbane that would be open to having some pretty exciting
racing on their farm then let us know!
margot@salestactics.com.au or 0418 157 233
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How would you celebrate your 80th birthday?
Lemon meringue pie and a coffee at the Bunnings Sausage
Sizzle of course!

(from left to right – Barry Farrell, Craig Porter, Barry Neuendorff & Jim Reddiex)

Jim Reddiex’s life has never been conventional and celebrating
his 80th at Bunnings is no different.
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Happy Birthday Jim!
For those club members who don’t know or haven’t meet Jim here
is a small snap shot of his career in motorsport.
“My association with rallying goes back to the very first Redex
Trial when, as a second year apprentice, I worked on a couple of
Citroen Light 15s that took part.
I also helped with servicing the Citroen team from Adelaide in
the 1968 London to Sydney and prepared and serviced a car
for the Ogiers in the 1970 Ampol Trial.
I was a late starter as a driver, my first event was in 1973. As
a competitor I started to wonder how all these people manning
controls go to all these places in the middle of the forest and
how did Directors find all these tracks that went somewhere. As
soon as I showed some interest in how a rally was organised I
was greeted with open arms and before long was a Clerk of
Course.
I have blame Tom Snooks for my involvement in a number of
events including Targa Tasmania and the COT.”
Jim’s favourite rally car – My best rally cars were those supplied
by Ralliart because they didn’t cost me anything! My
favourite was one I built out of our 1977 London/Sydney car.
It was the Citroen CX 2400 5 spped manual which I had parked
fairly heavily against a tree while winning the Pacific 1000
Rally in Townsville. The CX was a bit big for forest rallies so I
shortened the chassis rails and fitted it under a Citroen GS
body. I was able to get a limited slip diff from Citroen
competition dept, gave the cam a slight grind and fitted twin
Webers. It was a very satisfying car to drive.
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What was your most memorable rallying moment? - I suppose
being a member of the winning crew in a car which I built for
the 1974 London Sahara Munich Rally has got to be the
highlight, but right up there with it is second outright in the
1991 Safari where I was the sole driver.

In 2014 Jim was inducted into the Australian Rally Hall of
Fame.
Jim was President of the car club in the 1970’s and was also
Director of ARC & QRC events.
In 1982 Jim was awarded the French National Order of Merit,
the Order of National Merit-Chevalier, an honour awarded by
the French President for his contribution to the automotive
industry.
What’s next Jim?
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Bunnings Sausage Sizzles at Carseldine in 2017
The popular Bunnings Sausage Sizzles have been instrumental in helping the Club
achieve a strong financial base from which we can do more for our members and look
to update our old equipment.
No-one can walk into or out of a Bunnings store without wanting to or buying a sausage
and a drink!
Although these can be hard work they are also very social days and quite a bit of fun for
the Club members who help out!
Barry Neuendorff has been a tower of strength in setting up these “sizzles” over the
past years and from 2017 ‘A NEW’ Barry takes over the helm. Barry Farrell will take
over co-ordinating the BBQ’s and he needs your help and support.
We haven’t received the 2017 roster however during 2016 we did a sizzle once a month
so it’s likely to be a similar in 2017. Keep an eye out and volunteer where you can – the
New Barry needs you!
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Contact Barry or Margaret at the Club – to volunteer.

Saturday

17th December

WOOHOO – Last one coming up!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Hyundai Excel Rally Car










Mod plated for road use
Fully seam welded
Full weld in cage
WITH spare car
New front end panels including front panel to take later gearbox mount
Twin cam engine
Later gearbox
Also spare single cam engine
Has had more work done to tidy up
$6500.00 – Contact Richard for more details 0413 883 540
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Interested participants at our recent Strategic Planning event at the
car club.
Minutes of this meeting have been sent out to all club members, however you can still
have your say even if you weren’t able to attend the meeting.
Drop us a line via email on your ideas for 2017 and beyond.
At the meeting, we talked over five main areas:






Feedback from 2016 events
Draft calendar for 2017
Officials
Competitors
Club Equipment

We’d like to hear about anything that’s on your mind though – it’s not limited to the
topics above.
This is your club so have your say.
Email : bscc@ozemail.com.au
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Other Events

BSCC Events

DATE
DECEMBER
Saturday
03/12/16

Christmas Rally Experience and Fund
Day - Willowbank

Saturday 17/12/16

Bunnings BBQ - Carseldine

ARC1

-

Rally Victoria

17-19 March

ARC2

-

Quit Forest Rally WA

21-23 April

ARC3

-

Int Rally of Qld

26-28 May

ARC4

-

Lightforce Rally SA

15-17 September

ARC5

-

Rally Canberra

13-15 October

ARC6

-

Rally Australia (Coffs)

16-19 November



All dates subject to confirmation
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Please note that the Club rooms will be closed from
Monday 5th December till Tuesday 24th January
2017. Margaret is having a very well earned rest.
Emails will still be checked so if you need anything
just drop us a line (electronically!)
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally
https://www.facebook.com/Lockyer300/
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic
& custom cars,
motorsport
& 4X4 from minor
repairs to full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ............................... Peter Flynn
Vice President ....................... Paul Woodward
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Club Captain ......................... Ryan Preston
Immediate Past President ... Barry Neuendorff
Board Members .................... Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel,
Paul Woodward, Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, John Black, David Bannister, John Coleman
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Brian Gavin
Social Media………………Adrian Clark

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au

If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?

And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.
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